
him.

P: He knew how to do it.

W: Well, he was so bad the only way they could stop him--they
could not catch him; they were stopping him--was to hire
him. I mean, really, that is the truth. Those are the
facts.

P: You went down to Uncle Web's.

W: Yes, I got this dynamite and climbed a tree out over the
water.

P: Is this a stream, or is this the Suwannee?

W: No, this is the Suwannee, but it was clear back then.
Sometimes it will get clear.

P: Right.

W: I had seen him put a cap in the dynamite. He would take
half a stick of dynamite, like forty or sixty proof, put a
cap on it, and take the fuse and slide it down in the cap.
Then he would pull the fuse out a little ways. If he wanted
it to bust real fast from the time he lit it, he would slide
it down all the way to the bottom of the cap and then pull
it out a little bit. Then he would cut it off just as close
to the top of the cap as he could get it. That made the
fuse shorter, but it would still bust a cap which would bust
the dynamite. Well, I had seen him do this, so I decided
that I wanted to try it, too.

P: About how old where you?

W: I was probably twelve to fourteen, somewhere in that area.
So I climbed a tree. Of course, I knew where the fish would
be because I went with him so many times. That is another
story. I saw him get busted one time. Anyway, I lit the
dynamite, started the fuse, and threw it. There was some
moss hanging down, and I was excited and threw it right into
the moss. The momentum of the dynamite made the moss swing
out, and there was no way I could get down the tree because
it was out over the water. I knew before the dynamite
busted that I could not be two steps back going towards the
ground because it was high.

P: Were you in a live oak?

W: No, it was actually an ironwood tree. It looked like it
took forever for it to swing out. But just when it started
back to me, I said, "Well, this is it," because I knew it
was going to bust in just a second. But it turned loose and
fell out of the moss, and just before it hit the water--it
never even hit the water--BOW! Boy, water went everywhere,
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